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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of co-
pending U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 13/483,355
filed on May 30, 2012 (published on 5.12.2013 under US
2013/319604 A1).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The invention relates to methods for manufac-
turing extended content booklet labels (ECBL).

2. The Prior Art

[0003] Frequently product containers are identified by
applying an adhesive-backed label to an outer surface
of the container. Such labels retain their product-identi-
fying purpose by remaining permanently affixed to the
container.
[0004] Certain products which require extensive in-
structions or which are subject to significant government
regulations require additional printed matter which is typ-
ically inserted into the product container. In the case of
pharmaceuticals, the printed matter may be in the form
of printed sheets, printed inserts, or printed outserts. An
example of such may be seen in U.S. Pat. No. 5,685,530.
While these various forms of printed matter have the ben-
efit of providing a relatively large amount of information,
their overall effectiveness is limited if they become sep-
arated from the product container.
[0005] U.S. Patent 5,830,550 entitled Booklets and
Self Adhesive Labels Including the Same shows single
labels and multi-up booklets adhered to a continuous
web. A label product including a release liner having an
upper surface and a booklet disposed on the upper sur-
face of the release liner. In all embodiments, the booklets
are first adhered to the continuous web. The booklet in-
cludes an outer piece including a top panel and a bottom
panel joined by an outer fold, an inner piece disposed
between the top and bottom panels having a pair of in-
terior panels joined by an inner fold, attaching means
coupling the outer and inner pieces to one another at the
outer and inner folds, and a tear line formed in the bottom
panel adjacent the outer fold.
[0006] U.S. Patent 6,576,315 entitled Multi-Ply Re-
sealable Label shows booklets with windows adhered to
a continuous web. A label includes a base label having
upper and lower opposed surfaces and first and second
opposed ends. A base adhesive coats the lower surface
of the base label. A top panel overlies the upper surface
of the base label and is joined to the base label adjacent
the first end. The top panel has an upper surface. A tab
having upper and lower opposed surfaces overlies the
upper surface of the base label. An adhesive patch is

interposed between the base label and the tab adjacent
the second end. The adhesive patch secures the lower
surface of the tab to the upper surface of the base label.
A laminate cover overlies the top panel and the tab. A
laminate adhesive secures the laminate cover to the up-
per surface of the top panel and releasably joins the lam-
inate cover to the upper surface of the tab.
[0007] U.S. Patent 6,432,500 entitled Label with Book-
let shows a label with an overlaminate that extends be-
yond the label perimeter. A label with booklet comprises
a liner material and a label having an upper and lower
surface located on the liner. The label is secured to the
liner by an adhesive layer on its lower surface such that
the label can be peeled off the liner with the adhesive
remaining on the lower surface of the label. A booklet is
affixed to the upper surface of the label and comprises
a plurality of stacked pages having edges including a top
page and a bottom page, each of the pages being coex-
tensive with each other and of smaller dimensions than
the label. The booklet further comprises a cover member
entirely covering the top page and extending beyond at
least two opposing edges of the top page, the cover mem-
ber having an upper non-adhesive surface, and a lower
surface having an adhesive thereon by means of which
the lower surface of the cover member is permanently
adhered to the upper surface of the top page. The booklet
is completely removable from the label by removing at
least a portion of the cover member.
[0008] U.S. Patent 6,432,499 entitled Nested Label
shows a label with die cut windows applied to a release
liner. A nested label includes a liner having a surface
release, and a label removably bonded to the liner by an
adhesive. The liner and label have respective die cuts
spaced apart from each other at a skip in the liner release
for obtaining different bond strengths between the label
and liner on opposite sides of the label die cut.
[0009] U.S. Patent 6,948,743 entitled Multilayer Label
and Method of Making Same shows multi-page labels
with staggered sheets to facilitate application to curved
containers. A multiple layer label and a method of making
the same are provided. Specifically, a label having a base
layer for adhering to a container is provided wherein the
label has an overcoat layer having an end that is remov-
ably adhered to the container. Moreover, the end that is
removably adhered to the container is grasped by a user
of the label and pulled, thereby removing the end of the
overcoat layer from the container and swinging the layer
away from the remainder of the label and exposing sub-
layers beneath the overcoat layer. The overcoat layer is
adhered directly to the base layer, and at least portions
of the sublayers. Each of the overcoat layer, sublayers,
and the base layer may have indicia printed thereon for
communicating information.
[0010] U.S. Patent 6,179,335 entitled Product Label
Bearing an Instructional Booklet shows a folded booklet
adhered to a portion of a label. A two part identifying and
instructional booklet having a label part and a booklet
part. The front of the label has a small unvarnished re-
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gion. The booklet is folded and glued closed with the free
edges secured interiorly. An adhesive is printed onto the
unvarnished region of the label and the folded booklet is
adhered to the unvarnished region. The booklet has a
tab portion to facilitate opening of the book during use.
The tab portion faces the identifying portion of the label
which extends longitudinally outwardly from the unvar-
nished region. The label may be placed onto a cylindrical
container and bent in the longitudinal direction whereby
the spine and folds of the booklet remain straight, flat and
parallel to each other.
[0011] U.S. Patent 6,439,614 entitled Nested Leaflet
Label Structure shows a booklet adhered to a label. A
nested leaflet label structure includes a base panel hav-
ing a front face. A first leaflet is adjacent to the front face
and comprises a first folded panel having a first fold ex-
tending substantially parallel to the first axis of the label
structure. The first fold divides the first folded panel into
a pair of first leaves each having inner and outer page
faces. A second leaflet comprises a second folded panel
having a second fold extending substantially parallel to
the first axis of the label structure. The second fold divides
the second folded panel into a pair of second leaves each
having inner and outer page faces. A laminating layer
overlies the base panel and the first leaflet. The second
leaflet is nested in the first leaflet. The second leaflet is
adhered to the first leaflet.
[0012] Fold-out labels made from single sheets are
shown in U.S. Pat. No. Re. 34,366. An example of a book-
let which incorporates certain advantages of a label is
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,324,559. The patent disclos-
es a relatively simple booklet containing four sheets, i.e.,
eight pages. In all of these patents, the first page contains
information which would otherwise be placed on the prod-
uct label. The entire back page is adhered to the container
leaving only the intermediate pages for instructional in-
formation. A further drawback of these patents lies in the
fact that if their first page becomes detached from the
booklet the product container would be unlabeled. U.S.
Patent 6,712,398 shows method for making removable
inserts. U.S. Patent 6,737,137 describes a method for
manufacturing adhesive image transfer labels.
[0013] US 2013/319604 A1 or US 2014/083603 A1 dis-
close a method a method for manufacturing an instruc-
tional booklet mounted to a substrate comprising the
steps of: providing a multi-up book having two or more
booklets and a waste zone that share a common spine,
adhering the multi-up book to an overlaminate that is larg-
er than the booklets, progressively slitting the overlami-
nate and multi-up book into two or more overlaminate
strips having booklets secured thereto, and applying the
overlaminate with the booklets (not the overlaminate
strips) to a substrate, wherein the booklets are retained
between the overlaminate strips and the substrate. In US
2013/319604 A1 or US 2014/083603 A1 the slitting step
is performed after the applying step.
[0014] Accordingly, it would be desirable to provide an
identifying and instructional document which combines

the permanent nature of an adhesive label with the in-
structional capacity of a multi-page booklet.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0015] Accordingly, it is an object of the present inven-
tion to provide booklets containing large amounts of in-
formation.
[0016] It is another object to provide methods for eco-
nomically producing such booklets.
[0017] It is a further object to provide a book log where
several booklets can be created in a multi-up format.
[0018] It is another object to join the book log to a web
and progressively slit the web into multiple strips having
booklets disposed along the length thereof.
[0019] According to a first embodiment of the invention,
there is provided a method for manufacturing an instruc-
tional booklet mounted to a substrate. A multi-up book is
provided having two or more booklets and a waste zone
that share a common spine. The multi-up book is adhered
to an overlaminate that is larger than the booklets. The
overlaminate and multi-up book are progressively slit into
two or more overlaminate strips having booklets secured
thereto. The overlaminate strips are applied to a sub-
strate, wherein the booklets are retained between the
overlaminate strips and the substrate. The overlaminate
comprises an overlaminate web traveling in a down-
stream direction D, and the adhering step further includes
adhering a series of multi-up books spaced-apart along
direction D of the overlaminate web, wherein said com-
mon spine is oriented perpendicular to the downstream
direction D.
[0020] The overlaminate strip includes a series of
spaced-apart booklets adhered thereto, wherein each
overlaminate strip and the adhered booklets have the
same width w measured perpendicular to direction D.
Following said progressively slitting step, the method fur-
ther includes severing the overlaminate strips along the
downstream direction D to form individual overlaminate
sections corresponding to each booklet. Each individual
overlaminate sections have a length C that is greater
than the booklet length b. The progressively slitting step
includes progressively slitting with three or more blades
that form a blade set, wherein each blade cuts deeper
than the previous blade along the same line to form a
single slit. The progressively slitting step includes wrap-
ping the overlaminate partly around a cylindrical anvil
and rotating the anvil to transport the multi-up book and
overlaminate past the three or more blades that are in-
creasingly closer to the anvil. The progressively slitting
step separates the multi-up books and overlaminate web
with two parallel slits to form a waste ribbon between said
overlaminate strips, wherein said waste ribbon includes
a series of spaced-apart adhered book waste zones from
between each booklet. The progressively slitting step
separates the multi-up books and overlaminate web with
an additional parallel slit to form an additional waste rib-
bon along the edge of said overlaminate, wherein said
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additional waste ribbon includes a series of spaced-apart
adhered book waste zones from the edge of the book.
[0021] Following the applying step, the method further
includes die cutting the overlaminate strip and substrate
into sections around the booklet while the booklet is con-
tained within a deep cavity of the die during die cutting.
The substrate includes a paper layer including a top sur-
face devoid of adhesive, a bottom surface covered with
adhesive, and a release liner that is adhered to the bottom
surface. The die cutting step includes die cutting (i) the
overlaminate strip into overlaminate sections and (ii) the
paper layer into paper layer sections while avoiding cut-
ting of the release liner to form an extended content book-
let label. The overlaminate sections and the paper layer
sections measured in direction D have the same length
C which is greater than the booklet length b. The paper
layer section has a width W that is greater than the com-
mon width w of the overlaminate strip and the adhered
booklet. The method includes printing indicia on the pa-
per layer, wherein said applying step includes applying
the overlaminate strips to the substrate so that the book-
lets are in registration with the printed indicia.
[0022] Each overlaminate section hingedly attaches a
corresponding booklet to the substrate, thereby forming
an instructional booklet that folds away from the sub-
strate, and wherein a lack of adhesive between the book-
let and the substrate allows the substrate to bend without
interference from the booklet. Following the die cutting
step, the method further includes adhering the instruc-
tional booklet and paper layer to a container, wherein the
substrate and booklet are free to shift and slide with re-
spect to each other and without interference from the
other due to the lack of adhesive binding them together.
The multi-up book has free ends opposite the spine,
wherein the free ends are folded twice over towards spine
to enclose the free ends within the book. The three panels
includes a first panel adjacent the free ends which is cen-
trally located within the multi-up book, a second panel
adjacent the spine, and a middle panel extending be-
tween the first and second panels. The middle panel is
longer than the first panel and shorter than the second
panel.
[0023] The first and middle panels form a ramp up on
one side of the multi-up book leading to the central portion
of the mutli-up book which includes the first, second and
middle panels. The second panel forms a ramp down on
the other side of the multi-up book leading from the cen-
tral portion of the multi-up book. The ramp up includes
two panels, and wherein the central portion includes
three panels, and wherein the ramp down includes one
panel.
[0024] The multi-up book is selected from the group
consisting of:

one sheet folded in half to form spine with front cover
& back cover (4 pages);

one sheet folded in half, then cross folded to form

spine with front & back cover (8 pgs.);

one sheet accordion folded then folded in half to form
spine/front/back (12+ pages);

one sheet folded in half with additional pages ad-
hered inside (6+ pages);

multiple sheets folded in half, and nested with spines
adhered (8+ pages); and

multiple sheets folded in half and stacked with spines
adhered (perfect bound (8+ pgs).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The advantages, nature, and various additional
features of the invention will appear more fully upon con-
sideration of the illustrative embodiments now to be de-
scribed in detail in connection with accompanying draw-
ings. In the drawings wherein like reference numerals
denote similar components throughout the views:

FIGs. 1A - IE are a series of views showing a first
embodiment of a multi-up book used in the manu-
facturing method according to the invention.

FIGs. 2A - 2F are a series of views showing a second
embodiment of a multi-up book used in the manu-
facturing method according to the invention.

FIGs. 3A - 3F are a series of views showing a third
embodiment of a multi-up book used in the manu-
facturing method according to the invention.

FIGs. 4A - 4G are a series of views showing a fourth
embodiment of a multi-up book used in the manu-
facturing method according to the invention.

FIG. 5 is a side elevational view showing a fifth em-
bodiment of a folded book used in the manufacturing
method according to the invention.

FIG. 6 is a schematic side elevational view of
processing stations that are used in the manufactur-
ing method according to the invention.

FIG. 7 is a schematic perspective view of the pro-
gressive slitting station.

FIG. 8 is a schematic top plan view of the die cutting
station.

FIG. 9 is a side elevational view of the completed
extended content booklet labels on the release liner.

FIGs. 10A, 10B and 10C are a series of side eleva-
tional views of the label applied to a bottle and shown
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in an open and closed configuration.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0026] In this application a "booklet" means an individ-
ual instructional piece having a cover sheet, a back sheet
and at least one internal sheet. A sheet is a piece of paper
having two opposed pages. The smallest booklet featur-
ing one cover sheet (2 pages), one internal sheet (2 pag-
es) and one back sheet (2 pages) would have a total of
six pages. Additional internal sheets can be added. A
booklet with two internal sheets would have a total of
eight pages.
[0027] Booklets may be formed from one large sheet
and one medium sheet by folding the large sheet in half
and inserting the medium sheet into the fold. Such a
booklet would have three sheets for a total of six pages.
[0028] The book may be formed by securing sheets
and pages together at the binding by adhesive, glue or
other suitable connection means. The book may have
perforations at various locations on different sheets, to
provide pages which can be removed from the book.
[0029] Booklets may be formed from one large sheet
folded multiple times. The simplest example would be
one sheet folded in half, and then folded in half again in
a perpendicular direction. Such a booklet would have four
sheets for a total of eight pages. The large sheet is bound
together at the binding during the first folding step so that
when the first fold is trimmed off the sheets remain con-
nected together. Booklets with a greater number of
sheets/pages may be provided by folding the large sheet
additional times.
[0030] Booklets may be formed from two large sheets.
The simplest example would be two sheets folded in half
and then nested together with their fold lines bound to-
gether. Such a booklet would have 4 sheets and eight
pages. Each additional large sheet added to the book
would contribute another 2 sheets and 4 pages. Alterna-
tively, the two large sheets can be folded in half and
stacked together with the fold lines bound together to
form a so called perfect bound booklet. Again, each ad-
ditional large sheet added to the book would contribute
another 2 sheets and 4 pages.
[0031] Booklets may be formed from large sheets that
are folded end-over-end, for example folded end-over-
end twice to form a ribbon that is three sheets thick. The
ribbon in then folded in half perpendicular to the end-
over-end folds. Binding adhesive may not be required.
The end-over-end folds are then trimmed off to form a
booklet with six sheets and twelve pages. If the original
large sheet is folded end-over-end three times, the re-
sulting booklet would have eight sheets and sixteen pag-
es. Accordingly the final number of sheets can be calcu-
lated by taking the number of end-over-end folds, adding
1, and multiplying by 2. For 4 end-over-end folds, the
resulting booklet would have 10 sheets, i.e. (4 + 1)*2 = 10.
[0032] Booklets may be formed from large sheets that

are accordion folded, for example accordion folded twice
to form a ribbon that is three sheets thick. The ribbon in
then folded in half perpendicular to the accordion folds.
Binding adhesive may not be required. The accordion
folds are then trimmed off to form a booklet with six sheets
and twelve pages. If the original large sheet is accordion
folded three times, the resulting booklet would have eight
sheets and sixteen pages. Accordingly the final number
of sheets can be calculated by taking the number of ac-
cordion folds, adding 1, and multiplying by 2. For 4 ac-
cordion folds, the resulting booklet would have 10 sheets,
i.e. (4 + 1)*2 = 10.
[0033] The large or medium sheets used to form the
booklets are preprinted with indicia before folding. The
layout of the printing is designed to provide text in a par-
ticular orientation on each page in the folded booklet. In
a preferred embodiment, the indicia includes pharma-
ceutical information about drugs that are packaged with
the booklets. The books can be printed by any suitable
industrial printing process, for example sheet offset, web
offset, flexographic, rotary letterpress, or gravure.
[0034] In this application the term "book" refers to a
printed article having two or more booklets included
therein. The booklets are linearly arranged with a com-
mon spine. In addition, a book includes a waste zone in
between each adjacent pair of booklets. A book may in-
clude a top waste zone disposed above the top booklet.
The top waste zone includes the upper edge of the book.
The top waste zone may include free sheets and/or folds.
A book may include a bottom waste zone disposed below
the bottom booklet. The bottom waste zone includes the
lower edge of the book. The bottom waste zone may
include free sheets and/or folds. By cutting and removing
the waste zone(s), the various booklets will be formed
from the book. Cutting a top or bottom waste zone that
includes folds, will allow the sheets of the resulting book-
lets to be opened.
[0035] The term "multi-up" refers to the orientation of
the booklets within the book when the book is disposed
onto the web or substrate. The web is a continuous sub-
strate material that is typically wound off a roll and then
passes through various manufacturing stations in a lon-
gitudinal direction. Therefore, longitudinal is the direction
extending along the indefinite length of the web. The
width across the web is a direction that is perpendicular
to the longitudinal direction. When the book is placed on
the web with the booklets oriented one below the other
across the width, the book is considered to be multi-up.
That is, a discrete longitudinal section of the web contains
two or more booklets. A book having several multi-up
booklets appears elongated and may be referred to as a
"log" or "book log." These terms are equivalent to "multi-
up book."
[0036] One form of a multi-up book 10 is illustrated in
FIGs. 1A - IE. In the drawings, reference numerals having
a 6 or 8 prefix, refer to sheets that are used to construct
the book. Reference numerals with a 10 prefix refer to
the completed book. Reference numerals with a 12 prefix
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refer to booklets, while reference numerals with a 14 pre-
fix refer to the waste zones. FIG. 1A shows a large sheet
6a and a medium sheet 8a that are combined to form a
book 10. Considering the final configuration of the book,
sheets 6 and 8 are pre-printed with indicia to create prop-
erly oriented text and images for the various booklets that
will be part of the multi-up book. Large sheet 6a is folded
in half (or twice folded in thirds or additionally folded in
other fraction) to form fold 6f. Glue 10e is applied to se-
cure medium sheet 8a to the inside of fold 6f. The result-
ing book 10 is shown in FIG. 1B. The large sheet now
forms cover sheet 10c and back sheet 10b. The medium
sheet now forms internal sheet 10a. The resulting book
has six pages: the front of cover sheet 10c, the back of
cover sheet 10c, the front of internal sheet 10a, the back
of internal sheet 10a, the front of back sheet 10b, and
the back of back sheet 10b.
[0037] Glue for the spine of the books may be selected
from various adhesives used in paper converting or cor-
rugated applications that are approved for use in phar-
maceutical packaging. Such adhesive may be water-
based synthetic resins, for example, WB8147M available
from H.B. Fuller of St. Paul, Minnesota.
[0038] The resulting book can be increased in size by
adding sheets (to create two additional pages per sheet).
For example, to increase to an 8 page book, large sheet
6a can be combined with a further large sheet. The two
large sheets can be folded like sheet 6a and nested to-
gether with a line of glue at the fold line. Alternatively,
the two large sheets can be placed on top of each other
and glued together at the spine, in a perfect bound ar-
rangement. To further increase the number of sheets,
medium sheets can be added to form a 10 page book,
for example. In this manner, books with increasing
number of [paired] pages can be formed by combining
1, 2, 3 or more large sheets and 1 or more medium sheets.
In lieu of two medium sheets, one could simply add a
folded large sheet.
[0039] The book shown in FIG. 1B is fully assembled
and as a multi-up book (or log) it contains two or more
booklets, each with a complete set of instructions or in-
dicia. To prepare book 10 for use in the subsequent man-
ufacturing steps, it is desirable to tuck in the free edges
to streamline the book for further handling. Book 10 is
divided into three sections with two fold locations desig-
nated as 10x(i) and 10x(ii). The arrow 10y(i) indicates
the fold direction as the book is initially folded at first fold
location 10x(i). FIG. 1C shows the resulting configuration
with a completed first fold 10z(i). The arrow 10y(ii) indi-
cates the fold direction as the book is subsequently folded
at second fold location 10x(ii). FIG. 1D shows the result-
ing configuration with a completed second fold 10z(ii).
Note the free ends of the sheets are tucked inside the
book so as to avoid interference with the processing and
handling equipment. As will be explained in greater detail
below, the folded book 10 includes an upper surface 10r
that will be adhered to the overlaminate, and a lower sur-
face 10s that will be placed on the web and selectively

adhered thereto.
[0040] Referring to a top view of the folded book, FIG.
IE shows book 10 with two booklets 12b, 12d alternating
with a top waste zone 14a, a waste zone 14c and a bottom
waste zone 14e.
[0041] The books are made from paper referred to as
offset stock having a paper weight between 22# and 60#.
The # designation is a measure of paper density meas-
ured in pounds per basis ream of 500 sheets of 43 cm
by 56 cm (17" by 22") paper. Such paper may be obtained
from Twin Rivers Paper Company of South Portland, ME
or Finch Paper, LLC of Glen Falls, NY. For example Twin
Rivers supplies 22# Custom Plus and 27#, 30#, 35#, 40#
Pharmopaque - Regular Finish. Finch supplies 40# Finch
Opaque - Wove Finish and 60# Finch Opaque - Vellum
Finish. The preferred paper is Twin Rivers 27# Pharmo-
paque - Regular Finish.
[0042] Another form of a multi-up book 20 having 4
sheets and 8 pages made from a single large sheet 16
is shown in FIGs. 2A - 2F. In these drawings, reference
numerals having a 16 prefix, refer to sheet(s) that are
used to construct the book. Reference numerals with a
20 prefix refer to the completed book. Reference numer-
als with a 22 prefix refer to booklets, while reference nu-
merals with a 24 prefix refer to the waste zones. FIG. 2A
shows a large sheet 16a pre-printed with indicia to create
properly oriented text and images for the various booklets
that will be part of the multi-up book. Large sheet 16a is
folded in half to form fold 16f(i). Glue 20e is applied to
secure two linear sections of the folded sheet 16a togeth-
er. As can be most easily seen in FIGs. 2B and 2C, the
glue line 20e will form the spine 20d of the book. The
sheet is then folded in half again as indicated by arrow
16f(ii). When the two folds are completed, the large sheet
16a forms cover sheet 20c, internal sheets 20a(i) and
20a(ii), and back sheet 20b. The resulting book has eight
pages: the front & back of cover sheet 20c, the front and
& back of internal sheet 20a(i), the front and back of in-
ternal sheet 20a(ii), and the front and back of back sheet
20b.
[0043] The resulting book can be increased in size by
adding sheets. For example, another one or more large
sheet(s) like 16a can be folded and nested within large
sheet 16a and/or laid on top of 16a. Using two large
sheets like 16a would provide a book with 8 sheets and
16 pages. Alternatively, a medium sheet which is half the
size of large sheet 16a can be tucked into the fold and
adhered top and bottom with a pair of glue lines similar
to 20e. One large sheet and one medium sheet would
provide a book with 6 sheets and 12 pages. In this man-
ner, books with increasing number of [paired] pages can
be formed by combining 1, 2, 3 or more large sheets and
1 or more medium sheets. In lieu of two medium sheets,
one could simply add a folded large sheet.
[0044] The book shown in FIG. 2C is fully assembled
and as a multi-up book it contains two or booklets, each
with a complete set of instructions or indicia. In a subse-
quent step, the top fold 16f(i) will be trimmed off to allow
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the pages of book 20 to open and separate from each
other. To prepare book 20 for use in the subsequent man-
ufacturing steps, it is desirable to tuck in the free edges
to streamline the book for further handling. Book 20 is
divided into three sections with two fold locations desig-
nated as 20x(i) and 20x(ii). The arrow 20y(i) indicates
the fold direction as the book is initially folded at first fold
location 20x(i). FIG. 2D shows the resulting configuration
with a completed first fold 20z(i). The arrow 20y(ii) indi-
cates the fold direction as the book is subsequently folded
at second fold location 20x(ii). FIG. 2E shows the result-
ing configuration with a completed second fold 20z(ii).
Note the free ends of the sheets are tucked inside the
book so as to avoid interference with the processing and
handling equipment. As will be explained in greater detail
below, the folded book 20 includes an upper surface 20r
that will be adhered to the overlaminate, and a lower sur-
face 20s that will be placed on the web and selectively
adhered thereto.
[0045] Referring to a top view of the folded book, FIG.
2F shows book 20 with three booklets 22b, 22d, 22f al-
ternating with a top waste zone 24a, intermediate waste
zones 24c, 24e and a bottom waste zone 24g. As men-
tioned earlier, top waste zone 24a contains fold 16f(i) and
will be trimmed off.
[0046] Another form of a multi-up book 30 having 6
sheets and 12 pages made from a single large sheet 26
is shown in FIGs. 3A - 3F. In these drawings, reference
numerals having a 26 prefix, refer to sheet(s) that are
used to construct the book. Reference numerals with a
30 prefix refer to the completed book. Reference numer-
als with a 32 prefix refer to booklets, while reference nu-
merals with a 34 prefix refer to the waste zones. FIG. 3A
shows a large sheet 26a pre-printed with indicia to create
properly oriented text and images for the various booklets
that will be part of the multi-up book. Large sheet 26 is
accordion folded twice in thirds to form folds 26f(i) and
26f(ii). Glue 30e is applied within both folds. Each glue
line secures two linear sections of the accordion folded
sheet 26 together. As can be most easily seen in FIGs.
3B and 3C, the glue line 30e will form the spine 30d of
the book. The sheet is then folded in half again as indi-
cated by arrow 26f(iii). When the three folds are complet-
ed, the large sheet 26 forms cover sheet 30c, internal
sheets 30a(i) and 30a(ii) and 30a (iii) and 30a(iv), and
back sheet 30b. The resulting book has twelve pages:
the front & back of cover sheet 30c, the front and & back
of internal sheets 30a(i) through 30a(iv), and the front
and back of back sheet 30b.
[0047] The resulting book can be increased in size by
adding folds. For example, another one or a larger sheet
like 26 can be accordion folded three or more times to
produce four or more panels, respectively. That is the
total number of folds of form 26f(i), can be represented
by ii, iii, iv...n. Where the number of panels would be
represented by 3, 4, 5...n+1.
[0048] In this manner, books with increasing number
of [paired] pages can be formed by an increasing number

of accordion folds.
[0049] The book shown in FIG. 3C is fully assembled
and as a multi-up book it contains two or booklets, each
with a complete set of instructions or indicia. In a subse-
quent step, the top fold 26f(ii) will be trimmed off to allow
the pages of book 30 to open and separate from each
other. If additional folds are present along the top edge
of book 30, they will likewise be trimmed off. Similarly,
the bottom fold 26f(i) will be trimmed off along with any
additional folds present at the bottom edge of book 30.
To prepare book 30 for use in the subsequent manufac-
turing steps, it is desirable to tuck in the free edges to
streamline the book for further handling. Book 30 is di-
vided into three sections with two fold locations desig-
nated as 30x(i) and 30x(ii). The arrow 30y(i) indicates
the fold direction as the book is initially folded at first fold
location 30x(i). FIG. 3D shows the resulting configuration
with a completed first fold 30z(i). The arrow 30y(ii) indi-
cates the fold direction as the book is subsequently folded
at second fold location 30x(ii). FIG. 3E shows the result-
ing configuration with a completed second fold 30z(ii).
Note the free ends of the sheets are tucked inside the
book so as to avoid interference with the processing and
handling equipment. As will be explained in greater detail
below, the folded book 30 includes an upper surface 30r
that will be adhered to the overlaminate, and a lower sur-
face 30s that will be placed on the web and be selectively
adhered thereto.
[0050] Referring to a top view of the folded book, FIG.
3F shows book 30 with two booklets 32b, 32d alternating
with a top waste zone 34a, an intermediate waste zone
34c, and a bottom waste zone 34g. As mentioned earlier,
top waste zone 34a contains fold 26f(ii) and will be
trimmed off. Bottom waste zone 34e contains fold 26f(i)
and will be trimmed off.
[0051] Another form of a multi-up book 40 having 6
sheets and 12 pages made from a single large sheet 36a
is shown in FIGs. 4A - 4G. In these drawings, reference
numerals having a 36 prefix, refer to sheet(s) that are
used to construct the book. Reference numerals with a
40 prefix refer to the completed book. Reference numer-
als with a 42 prefix refer to booklets, while reference nu-
merals with a 44 prefix refer to the waste zones. FIG. 4A
shows a large sheet 36a pre-printed with indicia to create
properly oriented text and images for the various booklets
that will be part of the multi-up book. Large sheet 36a is
folded end-over-end twice in thirds to form folds 36f(i)
and 36f(ii). Glue 40e is applied within both folds. For ex-
ample, glue is applied in a line down the center of large
sheet 36a perpendicular to the folds 36f. The glue line
secures two linear sections of the end-over-end folded
sheet 36a together. As can be most easily seen in FIGs.
4B, 4C and 4D, the glue line 40e will form the spine 40d
of the book. The sheet is then folded in half as indicated
by arrow 36f(iii). Glue line 40e is disposed co-linear to
the final fold 36f(iii) which cooperatively form spine 40d.
When the three folds are completed, the large sheet 26
forms cover sheet 40c, internal sheets 40a(i) and 40a(ii)
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and 40a (iii) and 40a(iv), and back sheet 40b. The result-
ing book has twelve pages: the front & back of cover
sheet 40c, the front and & back of internal sheets 40a(i)
through 40a(iv), and the front and back of back sheet 40b.
[0052] The resulting book can be increased in size by
adding folds. For example, another one or a larger sheet
like 36a can be folded end-over-end three or more times
to produce four or more panels, respectively. That is the
total number of folds of form 36f(i), can be represented
by ii, iii, iv...n. Where the number of panels can be cal-
culated as a function of folds as ii+1, iii+1, iv+1 resulting
in the number of panels being 3, 4, 5...n+1. In this manner,
books with increasing number of [paired] pages can be
formed by an increasing number of end-over-end folds.
[0053] The book shown in FIG. 4D is fully assembled
and as a multi-up book it contains two or more booklets,
each with a complete set of instructions or indicia. In a
subsequent step, the top fold 36f(ii) will be trimmed off
to allow the pages of book 40 to open and separate from
each other. If additional folds are present along the top
edge of book 40, they will likewise be trimmed off. Sim-
ilarly, the bottom fold 36f(i) will be trimmed off along with
any additional folds present at the bottom edge of book
30. To prepare book 40 for use in the subsequent man-
ufacturing steps, it is desirable to tuck in the free edges
to streamline the book for further handling. Book 40 is
divided into three sections with two fold locations desig-
nated as 40x(i) and 40x(ii). The arrow 40y(i) indicates
the fold direction as the book is initially folded at first fold
location 40x(i). FIG. 4E shows the resulting configuration
with a completed first fold 40z(i). The arrow 40y(ii) indi-
cates the fold direction as the book is subsequently folded
at second fold location 40x(ii). FIG. 4F shows the result-
ing configuration with a completed second fold 40z(ii).
Note the free ends of the sheets (which are opposite
spine 40d as shown in FIG. 4D) are tucked inside the
book so as to avoid interference with the processing and
handling equipment. As will be explained in greater detail
below, the folded book 40 includes an upper surface 40r
that will be adhered to the overlaminate, and a lower sur-
face 40s that will be placed on the web and remain un-
adhered thereto.
[0054] Referring to a top view of the folded book, FIG.
4G shows book 40 with two booklets 42b, 42d alternating
with a top waste zone 44a, an intermediate waste zone
44c, and a bottom waste zone 44e. As mentioned earlier,
top waste zone 44a contains fold 36f(ii) and will be
trimmed off. If additional top folds are present, they will
be trimmed off also. Bottom waste zone 44e contains
fold 36f(i) and will be trimmed off. If additional bottom
folds are present, they will be trimmed off also.
[0055] As discussed above, FIG. 4F shows a multi-up
book that is bi-folded in equal thirds to form folded book
40. An alternative configuration is shown in FIG. 5, where
the multi-up book is twice folded in unequal sections to
form folded book 50. Folded book 50 shows a ramp-up
section 50q(i) of double thickness, a center section of
triple thickness, and a ramp-down section 50q(ii) of single

thickness. The ramp-up and ramp-down sections are
useful in certain applications, for example with thicker
books. All of the multi-up books described in this appli-
cation can be folded to include the ramp-up and/or ramp-
down sections. As used herein, a ramp section means a
section having fewer than all panels present. The ramp
sections are located at the leading or trailing edges of
the multi-up book. As will be described in greater detail
below, the lower section 50s will be placed on the web
and remain unadhered, while the upper section 50r will
be adhered to the overlaminate. The ramp sections will
allow the overlaminate to layer onto the book and web
with a smoother transition. That is, the overlaminate can
transition off the web to a double thickness, before ac-
commodating the triple thickness. The overlaminate can
then transition to a single thickness before re-attaching
to the web. As can be seen in FIG. 4F, if book 40 is very
thick, gaps may form on either side as the overlaminate
transitions from the web to triple thickness and then back
down to the web.
[0056] Referring back to FIG. 5, the upper surface 50r
will be adhered to the overlaminate, with all other sheets
being free from the overlaminate. The book may be
formed with perforation, for example, perforations run-
ning in the sheets parallel to the spine of the book. When
the booklet is opened, perforation 50p(i) would allow
about 1/6 of the sheet to be removed. Such perforations
can be included on one or more sheets at similar or dif-
ferent locations. Other perforations 50p(ii) allow about a
half sheet to be removed. Where perforation 50p(iii)
would allow about 1 full sheet to be removed. The sheet
portions that are removed could include coupons, re-
ceipts for pharmacists, hand-outs for patients, or other
printed or machine-scannable documents. Each booklet
could have multiple perforations on one sheet, or several
perforations on different sheets. The hand-outs could be
similar to each other or different. As can be appreciated,
the original large sheets 6a, 16a, 26a, 36a and the me-
dium sheets 8a can be preprinted and perforated to pro-
vide indicia and hand-outs in certain orientations and
configurations within the individual booklets.
[0057] The manufacturing method according to the in-
vention will now be described in reference to the sche-
matic in FIG. 6 which shows a side elevational view of
processing equipment having various stations used to
separate multi-up book logs into individual booklets that
are mounted between an overlaminate and a substrate.
As an overview, multi-up book logs are joined to an over-
laminate which is slit into overlaminate strips bearing
booklets. The overlaminate strips are adhered to a sub-
strate with a booklet sandwiched therebetween. The
overlaminate strip and substrate are then die cut into sec-
tions that are larger than the booklet in at least one di-
mension. The die includes a deep cavity in which the
booklet will reside while the die cuts the overlaminate
and substrate into individual sections corresponding to
each booklet. The completed product features the book-
let sandwiched between the corresponding overlaminate
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and substrate sections.
[0058] By way of summarizing the processing stations,
the processing equipment 100 includes a book log feeder
120 to dispense multi-up book logs 120a on to the adhe-
sive side of an overlaminate 110. A progressive slitter
130 slices through the logs and overlaminate to form
overlaminate strips 112b, 112d bearing booklets 122b,
122d. At laminating station 140 the overlaminate strips
are adhered to a substrate 160 with the booklets sand-
wiched therebetween. The overlaminate strip and sub-
strate are then trimmed to their final usable size at die
cutting station 170. Since the booklets were trimmed to
their final size by the progressive slitter, they do not need
any further trimming in the die cutting station.
[0059] The book log feeder 120 dispenses multi-up
books or logs 120a to adhere to overlaminate 110. The
logs 120a may be any one of the multi-up books 10, 20,
30, 40 or 50 shown in FIGs. 1 - 5, or their extended or
varied versions described in the corresponding detailed
description. FIG. 6 illustrates a book log having two book-
lets and a waste zone in between. This would correspond,
for example, to booklet 10 having three sections, namely
booklet 12b, waste zone 14c and booklet 12d. Overlam-
inate 110 and the series of spaced logs 120a are then
fed to the progressive slitter 130. More particularly, an
overlaminate web 110 feeds off an overlaminate web roll
110r in a downstream direction D. The overlaminate is a
thin film that has adhesive on one side and a protective
release liner covering the adhesive. The surface with ad-
hesive faces the book log feeder 120, which would be
the upper surface in the figure. The release liner, which
is omitted for the sake of clarity, is peeled away and dis-
carded as the laminate dispenses off the web roll 110r.
The overlaminate may be interchangeably referred to
simple as a laminate, i.e. a laminate that is applied over
another material.
[0060] The laminate may be opaque, translucent or
transparent. The laminate may be pre-printed with indi-
cia. In such a case, the book logs would need to be ap-
plied to the overlaminate in registration. A sensor 116
senses the location and speed of the indicia and sends
a signal to book log feeder 120 to trigger the feeding of
book logs 120a so they are disposed on to the laminate
in a proper location with respect to the indicia. In this
manner, the speed of the moving web is accommodated
and book logs are always placed in their proper location
on the laminate. In another embodiment the laminate is
transparent without indicia so that any printing on the
lower facing surface of the book can be seen through the
laminate. With non-printed laminate, the book logs can
simply be dispensed at regular intervals along the lami-
nate web. In addition to printing indicia, or in place of
printing indicia, the overlaminate may be printed with ad-
hesive deadener. The adhesive deadener may be ap-
plied in stripes to reduce the adhesive strength or in
blocks to eliminate adhesive in selected areas. For ex-
ample, it may be desirable to reduce the adhesive
strength at overlaminate tab 118, as shown in FIG. 10A,

or eliminate adhesive at one corner of the tab. This would
make the corner more accessible, and allow the tab to
peel from the substrate easier.
[0061] Suitable laminate includes facestock between
20 to 25 mm (0.8 to 1 mil) thick coated with adhesive
disposed on a liner. Suitable laminates are available from
Avery Dennison sold under the tradename Fasson®. For
example, Avery Dennison supplies 20 mm (0.8 mil) poly-
propylene facestock coated with clear, permanent acrylic
adhesive; and 25 mm (1 mil) clear printed - treated poly-
ester coated with S8020 clear, permanent acrylic adhe-
sive disposed on 40# bleached white glassine liner. The
preferred laminate is the latter 25 mm (1 mil) clear printed
- treated polyester coated with S8020 clear, permanent
acrylic adhesive disposed on 40# bleached white glass-
ine liner.
[0062] The laminate 110 with book logs 120a adhered
at regular intervals then enters the progressive slitter 130.
The laminate wraps around an anvil 132 and is rotated
past a set of slitting blades. Typically, three or more slit-
ting blades are employed in each set. In the figure, three
blades are shown for the sake of clarity. The first slitting
blade 134a is spaced from the anvil and makes a slit
through the laminate and several layers of the book log.
The second slitting blade 134b is set closer to the anvil
and slits the next several layers of the book log. The third
and final blade 134c is in contact with the anvil and com-
pletely slits through the book log. The blades within the
set are aligned to collectively form one slit completely
through the book/laminate web.
[0063] In the simplest form, there is one set of blades
that form a single slit, resulting in two laminate strips 112b
and 112d. In this scenario, there is no waste ribbon 114c.
The laminate strips would then be separated from each
other as they travel from slitting station 130 to laminating
station 140, and then adhered to substrate 160 with pre-
determined spacing therebetween. More than two over-
laminate strips may be created, for example by providing
additional blade sets. All overlaminate strips may be ad-
hered to a single substrate. Each overlaminate strip may
be adhered to its own substrate.
[0064] In another embodiment, there are two sets of
blades that form two slits, resulting in three web sections.
The second set of blades would reside directly behind
the first set of blades shown in FIG. 6. The first web sec-
tion is an overlaminate strip 112b, the middle a waste
ribbon 114c, and the third an overlaminate strip 112d. As
can be seen in the upper right hand corner of the figure,
the middle waste ribbon 114c shown in dotted line is be-
ing removed from the process. The two overlaminate
strips 112b and 112d then proceed in downstream direc-
tion D to the laminating station 140. The overlaminate
strips are adhered to substrate 160 at spacing equal to
the width of waste ribbon 114a. This is equivalent to the
spacing between the blade sets.
[0065] FIG. 7 shows a perspective view of progressive
slitting station 130 where a log 120a is adhered to a lam-
inate 110 and feeds into the progressive slitter in the
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downstream direction D. While FIG. 6 schematically
shows one or two blade sets, FIG. 7 shows four blade
sets to illustrate that any number of blade sets can be
provided. Parallel to the downstream direction there are
arranged four sets 230a, 230b, 230c, 230d of slitting
blades. Each set consists of three or more slitting blades,
as in slitting blades 134a, 134b and 134c. Each blade
set forms one slit along the length of the overlaminate
web 110. From the top of the page down, the single over-
laminate web is now slit into 5 parts, namely: a waste
ribbon 114a, an overlaminate strip 112b, a waste ribbon
114c, an overlaminate strip 112d and a waste ribbon
114e. At the same time, the log 120a has been slit into
5 parts, namely: a waste zone 124a, a booklet 122b, a
waste zone 124c, a booklet 122d and a waste zone 124e.
As shown, waste zones 124a, 124c, 124e from the log
are adhered to waste ribbons 114a, 114c, 114e from the
overlaminate, respectively. These waste zones and
waste ribbons are removed and discarded or recycled.
The waste zones from the book may also be seen in FIG.
IE as waste zones 14a, 14c and 14e. Two or more over-
laminate strips, and at least one waste ribbon are formed
as the overlaminate exits the progressive slitter 130. The
overlaminate strips are parallel and extending along the
longitudinal dimension of the web in direction D.
[0066] Referring back to FIG. 6, the overlaminate strips
then proceed in a downstream direction D to laminating
station 140 where they are adhered to a substrate. Sub-
strate 160 may be preprinted. Alternatively, substrate 160
may be printed on its way to laminating station. Another
option includes applying adhesive to laminate just prior
to reaching laminating station. Is substrate 160 is provid-
ed with printing or adhesive, a sensor would monitor the
position of such printing or adhesive and adjust the rel-
ative speed of laminate 110 to insure that the booklets
are laminated to the substrate in registration with the
printing or adhesive. Adhesive or glue used to secure the
books to the substrate may be selected from various ad-
hesives used in paper converting applications that are
approved for use in pharmaceutical packaging. Such ad-
hesive may be permanent acrylic adhesive, for example,
clear, permanent acrylic adhesive S8020 available from
Avery Dennison sold under the tradename Fasson®.
[0067] Substrate material may be chosen from various
paper or label stock. For example, overlaminate strips
may be adhered to a paper web, which is subsequently
coated with adhesive on its underside to form a label. In
a preferred embodiment, substrate 160 is label stock
comprising a release liner 166, and a paper layer 164
coated with adhesive 164a. The release liner is a poly-
propylene substrate having a thickness between 0.5 mil
and 4.5 mils.
[0068] Suitable labels include those having between
54# to 50# facestock. Such label stock is available from
Avery Dennison sold under the trademame Fasson®. For
example, Avery Dennison supplies 54# semi-gloss face-
stock (paper) coated with C2500 rubber based adhesive
disposed on 40# bleached, calendered kraft stock liner;

and 60# semi-gloss facestock (paper) coated with S246
general purpose permanent rubber based adhesive FDA
compliant with 21 CFR 175.105 disposed on 40#
bleached, calendered kraft stock liner. The preferred la-
bel stock is the latter 60# semi-gloss facestock coated
with S246 disposed on 40# stock.
[0069] Laminating station 140 consists of a press roller
140a and roller support surface 140b. Press roller 140a
is biased towards roller support surface 140b, for exam-
ple by a spring, pneumatic piston-cylinder, hydraulic pis-
ton-cylinder, or other suitable biasing means. The lami-
nating station presses each overlaminate strip 112b,
112d, with its adhesive side down, on to substrate 160
to bind the two materials together. Since overlaminate
strips are carrying booklets 122b and 122d into the lam-
inating station 140, the booklets end up sandwiched in
between the overlaminate strips and substrate as they
exit the laminating station. In one embodiment, the book-
lets are not adhered to the substrate. Substrate or label
stock is provided as a web that is spooled off substrate
roll 160r and married to the overlaminate bearing book-
lets, in registration if required, and laminated together
under pressure. At least two overlaminate strips are ad-
hered to the substrate or label web, where the overlam-
inate strips and web are parallel to each other.
[0070] The laminated webs are conveyed out of lami-
nating station 140 towards die cutting station 170, for
example along conveyor belt 150 in a downstream direc-
tion 150a. A plan view of the webs entering and exiting
die cutting station 170 may be seen in FIG. 8. The sub-
strate 160 has two overlaminate strips 112b and 112d
running parallel along the length of substrate 160. The
overlaminate strips 112b, 112d and substrate 160 have
booklets 122b, 122d laminated therebetween and
spaced along the length thereof. The dotted line rectan-
gles 172b, 172d represent the proposed die cut locations.
The proposed die cut locations 172b, 172d, will cut por-
tions of substrate only along the sides parallel to the
downstream direction D. The proposed die cut locations
172b, 172d, will cut portions of substrate and sub-
strate/laminate along the sides perpendicular to the
downstream direction D. Die cutting station 170 includes
deep die cutters 170a, one for each laminate strip. A cut-
ter support 170b provides a suitable surface below the
substrate or conveyor belt. The booklets are received
within the deep inner portion of the die and do not interact
with the cutting portion of the die. In other words, the die
cut is around and beyond the periphery of the booklets.
[0071] As can be seen on the left side of FIG. 8, the
die has cut two-up windows across the width of the webs.
The remaining section of the web form a series of figure
eights that constitute a matrix 160m. The matrix is typi-
cally the paper layer of the label, along with small sections
of overlaminate strips. Remaining on release liner 166
are paper layer sections 164x, 164y, with booklets 122b,
122d and overlaminate section 112x, 112y. In a non-lim-
iting example, the paper layer sections have a width W
that is greater than the width w of the overlaminate and
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booklets. The overlaminate and paper layer sections
have a length C that is greater than the length b of the
booklets. Indicia that is printed on paper layer 164x be-
yond the width w and the length b of the booklet 122b,
will be visible on the completed label.
[0072] As can be seen in FIG. 9, the die has severed
the overlaminate strips 112d and paper layer 160 at the
same longitudinal locations to form overlaminate sec-
tions 112y and paper layer sections 164y having the
same width C. The continuous overlaminate and paper
layer are effectively stamped into small islands which
have a booklet disposed thereon. The overlaminate is
trimmed in the longitudinal direction, while the paper layer
is cut in a closed form, for example a rectangular shape.
The paper layer is cut so that a strip of paper layer extends
continuously across the width and across the length of
substrate 160. This continuous extension of the paper
layer forms the matrix 160m that can be removed along
with small waste sections of overlaminate strip.
[0073] Referring back to FIG. 6, waste matrix 160m is
removed from the process, and taken up on a waste sub-
strate roll 160a. Release liner 166 is slit along dotted line
169 and the two sections are wound onto spools desig-
nated as booklet/substrate take-up 162a and 162b. Al-
ternatively, substrate 160 could have been provided as
separate streams, corresponding to overlaminate strips
122b and 122d. Slitting of the single layer release liner
is conventional and can be accomplished by a single
blade commonly known as a web slitter. The manufac-
turing method allows booklet labels to be formed in a
continuous process. The progressive slitter 130, lamina-
tor 140 and die cutter 170 can all operate at web transport
speeds. In other words, the speed of anvil 132 and die
cutter 170a can be synchronized to the speed of the mov-
ing web. The rotational speed of the anvil and die cutter
where they interact with the web are matched to the lon-
gitudinal speed of the web along its downstream direction
D. Accordingly extended content booklets can be pro-
duced by the inventive method in about the same time it
would take to print and convert flat two dimensional labels
from label stock. By way of example only, a twelve inch
wide laminate and label stock webs can run at web
speeds and produce eight multi-up extended content
booklet labels. In other words, there would be eight take
up rolls 162 at the end of the process.
[0074] In use, take-up roll 162 is unwound and the com-
pleted labels are peeled off the release liner and the label
164y is adhered to a container. FIG. 10A shows label
164y adhered to a cylindrical plastic bottle 200. The sec-
tion of overlaminate where it transitions from label 164y
to booklet 112d forms a hinge. The hinge holds booklet
112d so that label 164y can freely conform to any radius
container. In other words, label 164y can be adhered to
the container without interference from the multiple pag-
es of booklet 112d.
[0075] The release liner 166 may wrap around a peel
edge to release the completed label. As the label begins
to separate from the web, a bottle is introduced. A roller

210 rotates clockwise while pressed against the bottle
200 which rotates counter-clockwise. As the label is pro-
gressively adhered the pages within the booklet can shift
and slide without effecting the smooth application of the
label to the curved surface. Often in prior art booklet la-
bels, the booklet is adhered to the label. This arrange-
ment ties the overlaminate, booklet and label together.
When this ensemble has many pages or bends around
a small radius, the outer pages need to travel a further
distance than the inner pages. Since all components are
tied together, the ensemble will crease. According to the
invention, the label can adhere to the container while the
booklet and laminate are free to independently conform
to the containers radius. Thus, the booklet and label are
being pressed against the container at the same time,
but are free to shift and slide without interference from
the other.
[0076] After label 164y is completed adhered, the roller
then arrives at the laminate tab 118. The laminate tab
118 wraps the booklet 112d around the bottle 200 in di-
rection 200b and adheres to the far side of the label, for
example at label tab 168, as shown in FIG. 10B. Accord-
ingly, one label configuration can be used on bottles with
different radii. In addition, booklets of different styles, siz-
es and thicknesses can be used in a standard manufac-
turing set up. The laminate tab is self adjusting to enclose
booklets of any thickness and securely hold them closed
until needed.
[0077] The bottle with enclosed booklet as shown in
FIG. 10B is ready to be packaged, shipped and sold.
When the booklet needs to be accessed, the laminate
tab 118 is peeled away from label tab 168 to carry the
booklet away from the bottle, to a configuration shown in
FIG. 10A. If the laminate tab is large or uses very strong
adhesive, it may be desirable to reduce the holding
strength to facilitate peeling the tab from the bottle. For
this purpose, stripes of release material may be printed
on the tab. The print area can be adjusted to determine
how much adhesive will remain on the tab, thereby con-
trolling the adhesive strength. The booklet can be unfold-
ed at the two fold locations 10z(ii) and 10z(i) as shown
in FIG. 10C. The user is presented with 6 or more pages
of information, with all pages connected together at spine
10d. For certain applications, perforations may be pro-
vided. For example, a portion of the front page may be
ripped off, or an entire page, e.g. the back page, may be
ripped off.
[0078] While various forms of books and booklets have
been shown and described, it should be understood that
additional configurations may be provided within the
scope of the application. For example, books with a great-
er number of pages may be provided. Books having two
or more booklets contained therein may be included.
Books with different fold locations and directions may be
provided. In addition, several embodiments have been
shown and described for a manufacturing process. Ad-
ditional steps, or steps executed in different order are
included within the scope of the invention. For example,
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adhesive and the release liner can be applied to the web
before or after the labels are printed.
[0079] Having described preferred embodiments for
books, booklets, folds, processes, apparatus and sys-
tems used therein for manufacturing extended content
booklet labels (which are intended to be illustrative and
not limiting), it is noted that modifications and variations
can be made by persons skilled in the art in light of the
above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that
changes may be made in the particular embodiments of
the invention disclosed which are within the scope of the
invention as outlined by the appended claims. Having
thus described the invention with the details and partic-
ularity required by the patent laws, what is claimed and
desired protected by Letters Patent is set forth in the ap-
pended claims.

Claims

1. A method for manufacturing an instructional booklet
mounted to a substrate comprising the steps of:

providing (120) a multi-up book (10) having two
or more booklets (12, 120a) and a waste zone
(14) that share a common spine;
adhering the multi-up book to an overlaminate
(110) that is larger than the booklets;
progressively slitting (130) the overlaminate and
multi-up book into two or more overlaminate
strips having booklets secured thereto; and
applying the overlaminate strips to a substrate
(160), wherein the booklets are retained be-
tween the overlaminate strips and the substrate.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said overlaminate
comprises an overlaminate web traveling in a down-
stream direction D, and said adhering step further
includes adhering a series of multi-up books spaced-
apart along direction D of the overlaminate web,
wherein said common spine is oriented perpendic-
ular to the downstream direction D.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein each overlaminate
strip includes a series of spaced-apart booklets ad-
hered thereto, wherein each overlaminate strip and
the adhered booklets have the same width w meas-
ured perpendicular to direction D.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein following said pro-
gressively slitting step, the method further includes
severing the overlaminate strips along the down-
stream direction D to form individual overlaminate
sections corresponding to each booklet, wherein
said individual overlaminate sections have a length
C that is greater than the booklet length b.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein said progressively

slitting step includes progressively slitting with three
or more blades that form a blade set, wherein each
blade cuts deeper than the previous blade along the
same line to form a single slit.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein said progressively
slitting step includes wrapping the overlaminate part-
ly around a cylindrical anvil and rotating the anvil to
transport the multi-up book and overlaminate past
the three or more blades that are increasingly closer
to the anvil.

7. The method of claim 3, wherein said progressively
slitting step separates the multi-up books and over-
laminate web with two parallel slits to form a waste
ribbon between said overlaminate strips, wherein
said waste ribbon includes a series of spaced-apart
adhered book waste zones from between each book-
let.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein said progressively
slitting step separates the multi-up books and over-
laminate web with an additional parallel slit to form
an additional waste ribbon along the edge of said
overlaminate, wherein said additional waste ribbon
includes a series of spaced-apart adhered book
waste zones from the edge of the book.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein following said ap-
plying step, the method further includes die cutting
the overlaminate strip and substrate into sections
around the booklet while the booklet is contained
within a deep cavity of the die during die cutting.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the substrate in-
cludes:a paper layer including a top surface devoid
of adhesive and a bottom surface covered with ad-
hesive, and a release liner that is adhered to the
bottom surface; and wherein prior to said applying
step, the method includes printing indicia on the pa-
per layer, wherein said applying step includes apply-
ing the overlaminate strips to said substrate so that
the booklets are in registration with the printed indi-
cia.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein said die cutting step
includes die cutting (i) the overlaminate strip into
overlaminate sections and (ii) the paper layer into
paper layer sections while avoiding cutting of the re-
lease liner to form an extended content booklet label,
and wherein the overlaminate sections and the paper
layer sections measured in direction D have the
same length C which is greater than the booklet
length b; wherein the paper layer section has a width
W that is greater than the common width w of the
overlaminate strip and the adhered booklet.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein each overlaminate
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section hingedly attaches a corresponding booklet
to the substrate, thereby forming an instructional
booklet that folds away from the substrate, and
wherein a lack of adhesive between the booklet and
the substrate allows the substrate to bend without
interference from the booklet; and wherein following
said die cutting step, the method further includes ad-
hering the instructional booklet and paper layer to a
container, wherein the substrate and booklet are free
to shift and slide with respect to each other and with-
out interference from the other due to the lack of
adhesive binding them together.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the multi-up book
has free ends opposite the spine, wherein the free
ends are folded twice over towards spine to enclose
the free ends within the book; wherein the two folds
form three panels which comprise: a first panel ad-
jacent the free ends which is centrally located within
the multi-up book, a second panel adjacent the
spine, and a middle panel extending between the
first and second panels, wherein the middle panel is
longer than said first panel and shorter than said sec-
ond panel.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the first and middle
panels form a ramp up on one side of the multi-up
book leading to the central portion of the mutli-up
book which includes the first, second and middle
panels, and wherein the second panel forms a ramp
down on the other side of the multi-up book leading
from the central portion of the multi-up book; wherein
the ramp up includes two panels, and wherein the
central portion includes three panels, and wherein
the ramp down includes one panel.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the multi-up book is
selected from the group consisting of:

one sheet folded in half to form a spine with a
front cover and a back cover;
one sheet folded in half with adhesive, then
cross folded to form a spine with a front cover,
a back cover and two internal sheets;
one sheet accordion folded with adhesive then
folded in half to form a spine with a front cover,
a back cover and internal sheets;
one sheet folded in half with additional pages
adhered inside to form a spine with a front cover,
a back cover and internal sheets;
multiple sheets folded in half and nested with
spines adhered; and
multiple sheets folded in half and stacked with
spines adhered.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Anleitungsbroschü-
re, die auf einem Substrat angebracht ist, umfassend
die folgenden Schritte:

Bereitstellen (120) eines Multi-up-Buches (10)
aufweisend zwei oder mehr Broschüren (12,
120a) und einen Überschussbereich (14), die
sich einen gemeinsamen Rücken teilen;
Kleben des Multi-up-Buches auf ein Überlami-
nat (110), das größer als die Broschüren ist;
progressives Schlitzen (130) des Überlaminats
und Multi-up-Buches in zwei oder mehr Überla-
minatstreifen mit daran gesicherten Broschü-
ren; und
Applizieren der Überlaminatstreifen auf ein Sub-
strat (160),

worin die Broschüren zwischen den Überlaminat-
streifen und dem Substrat gehalten werden.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin das Überlaminat
eine Überlaminatbahn umfasst, die sich in einer Ab-
wärtsrichtung D bewegt, und der Klebeschritt ferner
das Kleben einer Reihe von Multi-up-Büchern, die
Richtung D der Überlaminatbahn entlang beabstan-
det sind, beinhaltet, worin der gemeinsame Rücken
senkrecht zur Abwärtsrichtung D orientiert ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, worin jeder Überlami-
natstreifen eine Reihe von beabstandeten darauf ge-
klebten Broschüren beinhaltet, worin jeder Überla-
minatstreifen und die geklebten Broschüren die
senkrecht zu Richtung D gemessene gleiche Breite
w aufweisen.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, worin, nach dem pro-
gressiv schlitzenden Schritt, das Verfahren ferner
das Abtrennen der Überlaminatstreifen entlang der
Abwärtsrichtung D beinhaltet, um individuelle Über-
laminatabschnitte entsprechend jeder Broschüre zu
bilden, worin die individuellen Überlaminatabschnit-
te eine Länge C aufweisen, die größer als die Bro-
schürenlänge b ist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin der progressiv
schlitzende Schritt das progressive Schlitzen mit drei
oder mehr Messern, die einen Messersatz bilden,
beinhaltet, worin jedes Messer tiefer als das vorhe-
rige Messer entlang derselben Linie schneidet, um
einen einzelnen Schlitz zu bilden.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, worin der progressiv
schlitzende Schritt das Wickeln des Überlaminats
teilweise um einen zylindrischen Amboss und das
Drehen des Ambosses zum Transportieren des Mul-
ti-up-Buches und Überlaminats an den drei oder
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mehr Messern vorbei, die dem Amboss zunehmend
näher sind, beinhaltet.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, worin der progressiv
schlitzende Schritt die Multi-up-Bücher und Überla-
minatbahn mit zwei parallelen Schlitzungen trennt,
um ein Überschussband zwischen den Überlaminat-
streifen zu bilden, worin das Überschussband eine
Reihe von beabstandeten geklebten Buch-Über-
schussbereichen zwischen jeder Broschüre beinhal-
tet.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, worin der progressiv
schlitzende Schritt die Multi-up-Bücher und Überla-
minatbahn mit einer zusätzlichen parallelen Schlit-
zung trennt, um ein zusätzliches Überschussband
entlang des Randes des Überlaminats zu bilden, wo-
rin das zusätzliche Überschussband eine Reihe von
beabstandeten geklebten Buch-Überschussberei-
chen am Rand des Buches beinhaltet.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin, nach dem Appli-
zierschritt, das Verfahren ferner das Stanzen des
Überlaminatstreifens und Substrats in Abschnitte
um die Broschüre beinhaltet, während die Broschüre
innerhalb eines tiefen Hohlraums des Stempels
während des Stanzens enthalten ist.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin das Substrat Fol-
gendes beinhaltet: eine Papierschicht einschließlich
einer oberen Fläche ohne Klebstoff und einer mit
Klebstoff bedeckten unteren Fläche, und einer auf
die untere Fläche geklebten Trennfolie; und worin,
vor dem Applizierschritt, das Verfahren das Drucken
von Zeichen auf der Papierschicht beinhaltet, worin
der Applizierschritt das Applizieren der Überlaminat-
streifen auf das Substrat beinhaltet, sodass die Bro-
schüren in Überdeckung mit den gedruckten Zei-
chen sind.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, worin der Stanzschritt
das Stanzen (i) des Überlaminatstreifens in Überla-
minatabschnitte und (ii) der Papierschicht in Papier-
schichtabschnitte beinhaltet, während das Schnei-
den der Trennfolie vermieden wird, um ein Broschü-
renetikett mit erweitertem Inhalt zu bilden, und worin
die Überlaminatabschnitte und die Papierschichtab-
schnitte, in Richtung D gemessen, die gleiche Länge
C aufweisen, die größer als die Broschürenlänge b
ist; worin der Papierschichtabschnitt eine Breite W
aufweist, die größer als die gemeinsame Breite w
des Überlaminatstreifens und der geklebten Bro-
schüre ist.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, worin jeder Überlami-
natabschnitt eine entsprechende Broschüre klapp-
bar am Substrat anbringt, wodurch eine Anleitungs-
broschüre gebildet wird, die vom Substrat weg ge-

klappt wird, und worin ein Mangel an Klebstoff zwi-
schen der Broschüre und dem Substrat erlaubt, dass
sich das Substrat ohne von der Broschüre ausge-
hende Behinderung biegt; und worin, nach dem
Stanzschritt, das Verfahren ferner das Kleben der
Anleitungsbroschüre und Papierschicht auf einen
Behälter beinhaltet, worin sich das Substrat und die
Broschüre zueinander und ohne gegenseitige Be-
hinderung aufgrund des Fehlens von sie zusammen-
bindendem Klebstoff frei verschieben und gleiten
können.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin das Multi-up-
Buch freie Enden gegenüber dem Rücken aufweist,
worin die freien Enden zweimal hin zum Rücken um-
gefaltet sind, um die freien Enden innerhalb des Bu-
ches einzuschließen; worin die zwei Falten drei Fel-
der bilden, die Folgendes umfassen: ein erstes Feld
angrenzend an die freien Enden, das sich mittig in-
nerhalb des Multi-up-Buches befindet, ein zweites
Feld angrenzend an den Rücken und ein mittleres
Feld, das sich zwischen dem ersten und dem zwei-
ten Feld erstreckt, worin das mittlere Feld länger als
das erste Feld und kürzer als das zweite Feld ist.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 13, worin das erste und
das mittlere Feld eine Rampe eine Seite des Multi-
up-Buches hinauf bilden, die zum mittleren Abschnitt
des Multi-up-Buches führt, der das erste, zweite und
mittlere Feld beinhaltet, und worin das zweite Feld
eine die andere Seite des Multi-up-Buches hinab
verlaufende Rampe bildet, die vom mittleren Ab-
schnitt des Multi-up-Buches ausgeht; worin die Auf-
wärtsrampe zwei Felder umfasst, und worin der mitt-
lere Abschnitt drei Felder beinhaltet, und worin die
Abwärtsrampe ein Feld beinhaltet.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, worin das Multi-up-
Buch ausgewählt ist aus der Gruppe bestehend aus:

einem Blatt, das in der Mitte gefaltet ist, um einen
Rücken mit einer vorderen Umschlagseite und
einer hinteren Umschlagseite zu bilden;
einem in der Mitte gefalteten Blatt mit Klebstoff,
das dann über Kreuz gefaltet wird, um einen Rü-
cken mit einer vorderen Umschlagseite, einer
hinteren Umschlagseite und zwei Innenblättern
zu bilden;
einem ziehharmonikaartig gefalteten Blatt mit
Klebstoff, das dann in der Mitte gefaltet wird, um
einen Rücken mit einer vorderen Umschlagsei-
te, einer hinteren Umschlagseite und Innenblät-
tern zu bilden;
einem in der Mitte gefalteten Blatt mit zusätzli-
chen innen angeklebten Seiten, um einen Rü-
cken mit einer vorderen Umschlagseite, einer
hinteren Umschlagseite und Innenblättern zu
bilden;
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mehreren Blättern, die in der Mitte gefaltet und
verschachtelt sind, mit angeklebten Rücken;
und
mehreren Blättern, die in der Mitte gefaltet und
gestapelt sind, mit angeklebten Rücken.

Revendications

1. Un procédé de fabrication d’un livret pédagogique
monté sur un substrat comprenant les étapes con-
sistant à :

fournir (120) un livre en impression côte-à-côte
(10) ayant deux livrets ou plus (12, 120a) et une
zone de déchet (14) qui partagent un dos de
livre commun ;
coller le livre en impression côte-à-côte à un
stratifié de recouvrement (110) qui est plus
grand que les livrets ;
fendre progressivement (130) le stratifié de re-
couvrement et le livre en impression côte-à-côte
en deux bandelettes de stratifié de recouvre-
ment ou plus ayant des livrets qui y sont fixés ; et
appliquer les bandelettes de stratifié de recou-
vrement à un substrat (160),

dans lequel les livrets sont retenus entre les bande-
lettes de stratifié de recouvrement et le substrat.

2. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit
stratifié de recouvrement comprend une bande de
stratifié de recouvrement circulant dans une direc-
tion aval D, et ladite étape de collage consiste en
outre à coller une série de livres en impression côte-
à-côte espacés le long de la direction D de la bande
de stratifié de recouvrement, dans lequel ledit dos
de livre commun est orienté perpendiculairement à
la direction aval D.

3. Le procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel
chaque bandelette de stratifié de recouvrement in-
clut une série de livrets espacés qui y sont collés,
dans lequel chaque bandelette de stratifié de recou-
vrement et les livrets collés ont la même largeur w
mesurée perpendiculairement à la direction D.

4. Le procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel
après ladite étape de refendage progressif, le pro-
cédé consiste en outre à couper les bandelettes de
stratifié de recouvrement le long de la direction aval
D pour former des sections de stratifié de recouvre-
ment individuelles correspondant à chaque livret,
dans lequel lesdites sections de stratifié de recou-
vrement individuelles ont une longueur C qui est su-
périeure à la longueur b du livret.

5. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la-

dite étape de refendage progressif consiste à refen-
dre progressivement avec trois lames ou plus qui
forment un ensemble de lames, dans lequel chaque
lame coupe plus profondément que la lame précé-
dente le long de la même ligne pour former une fente
unique.

6. Le procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la-
dite étape de refendage progressif consiste à enrou-
ler le stratifié de recouvrement en partie autour d’une
enclume cylindrique et à faire tourner l’enclume pour
faire défiler le livre en impression côte-à-côte et le
stratifié de recouvrement devant les trois lames ou
plus qui sont de plus en plus proches de l’enclume.

7. Le procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel la-
dite étape de refendage progressif sépare le livre en
impression côte-à-côtes et la bande de stratifié de
recouvrement par deux fentes parallèles pour former
un ruban de rebut entre lesdites bandelettes de stra-
tifié de recouvrement, dans lequel ledit ruban de re-
but inclut une série de zones de déchet du livre collé
espacées entre chaque livret.

8. Le procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel la-
dite étape de refendage progressif sépare le livre en
impression côte-à-côtes et la bande de stratifié de
recouvrement par une fentes parallèle additionnelle
pour former un ruban de rebut additionnel le long du
bord dudit stratifié de recouvrement, dans lequel ledit
ruban de rebut additionnel inclut une série de zones
de déchet du livre collé espacées du bord du livre.

9. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
après ladite étape d’application, le procédé consiste
en outre à découper à l’emporte-pièce la bandelette
de stratifié de recouvrement et le substrat en sec-
tions autour du livret pendant que le livret est contenu
à l’intérieur d’une cavité profonde de l’emporte-pièce
pendant la découpe à l’emporte-pièce.

10. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
substrat inclut : une couche de papier incluant une
surface supérieure dépourvue d’adhésif et une sur-
face inférieure revêtue d’adhésif, et un doublure dé-
tachable qui est collée à la surface inférieure ; et
dans lequel avant ladite étape d’application, le pro-
cédé consiste à imprimer des indices sur la couche
de papier, dans lequel ladite étape d’application con-
siste à appliquer les bandelettes de stratifié de re-
couvrement sur ledit substrat de telle sorte que les
livrets sont en alignement avec les indices imprimés.

11. Le procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la-
dite étape de découpe à l’emporte-pièce consiste à
découper à l’emporte-pièce (i) la bandelette de stra-
tifié de recouvrement en sections de stratifié de re-
couvrement et (ii) la couche de papier en sections
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de couche de papier tout en évitant de couper la
doublure détachable pour former une étiquette de
livret à contenu étendu, et dans lequel les sections
de stratifié de recouvrement et les sections de cou-
che de papier mesurées dans la direction D ont la
même longueur C qui est plus grande que la lon-
gueur b du livret ; dans lequel la section de couche
de papier a une largeur W qui est supérieure à la
largeur commune w de la bandelette de stratifié de
recouvrement et du livret collé.

12. Le procédé selon la revendication 11, dans lequel
chaque section de stratifié de recouvrement fixe par
charnière un livret correspondant au substrat, for-
mant ainsi un livret pédagogique qui se replie en
s’écartant du substrat, et dans lequel une absence
d’adhésif entre le livret et le substrat permet au subs-
trat de se courber sans interférence du livret ; et dans
lequel après ladite étape de découpe à l’emporte-
pièce, le procédé consiste en outre à coller le livret
pédagogique et la couche de papier à un contenant,
dans lequel le substrat et le livret sont libres de se
déplacer et de coulisser l’un par rapport à l’autre et
sans interférence de l’autre du fait de l’absence d’ad-
hésif les liant ensemble.

13. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
livre en impression côte-à-côte a des extrémités li-
bres opposées au dos de livre, dans lequel les ex-
trémités libres sont pliées deux fois vers le dos de
livre pour enfermer les extrémités libres à l’intérieur
du livre ;
dans lequel les deux plis forment trois panneaux qui
comprennent :

un premier panneau adjacent aux extrémités li-
bres lequel est situé centralement à l’intérieur
du livre en impression côte-à-côte,
un deuxième panneau adjacent au dos de livre,
et
un panneau intermédiaire s’étendant entre les
premier et deuxième panneaux, dans lequel le
panneau intermédiaire est plus long que ledit
premier panneau et plus court que ledit deuxiè-
me panneau.

14. Le procédé selon la revendication 13, dans lequel le
premier panneau et le panneau intermédiaire for-
ment une rampe de montée sur un côté du livre en
impression côte-à-côte menant à la partie centrale
du livre en impression côte-à-côte qui inclut le pre-
mier panneau, le deuxième panneau et le panneau
intermédiaire, et dans lequel le deuxième panneau
forme une rampe de descente sur l’autre du livre en
impression côte-à-côte venant de la partie centrale
du livre en impression côte-à-côte ; dans lequel la
rampe de montée inclut deux panneaux, et dans le-
quel la partie centrale inclut trois panneaux, et dans

lequel la rampe de descente inclut un panneau.

15. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
livre en impression côte-à-côte est sélectionné dans
le groupe constitué par :

une feuille pliée en deux pour former un dos de
livre avec une couverture avant et une couver-
ture arrière ;
une feuille pliée en deux avec un adhésif, puis
pliée en croix pour former un dos de livre avec
une couverture avant, une couverture arrière et
deux feuilles intérieures ;
une feuille pliée en accordéon avec un adhésif,
puis pliée en deux pour former un dos de livre
avec une couverture avant, une couverture ar-
rière et des feuilles intérieures ;
une feuille pliée en deux avec des pages addi-
tionnelles collées à l’intérieur pour former un dos
de livre avec une couverture avant, une couver-
ture arrière et des feuilles intérieures ;
plusieurs feuilles pliées en deux et emboitées
avec des dos de livre collés ; et
plusieurs feuilles pliées en deux et empilées
avec des dos de livre collés.
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